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Launch Day 17th March
Number of launches: 10
Since the previous launch day had
to be cancelled, we really wanted
to go ahead with today’s launch
even though conditions weren’t
favourable.
Windy conditions made for long
walks and restricted the number of
launches, but gave us a good
opportunity for some constructive
discussions.

Phil deserves special thanks for his efforts in
maintaining the site before launching

David B managed to launch his
“Graduator” on a “G”

Launch Day 30th March
Number of launches: 58
Now this was more like it!
Near-perfect conditions made for a great day of
launching. A huge number of launches today
So many great pics to choose from, thanks to
George – check out the website for more

“Soylent Green”,
Flying on a G79W
made from a Giant Crayon
Note: No people were harmed in the making of this rocket!

Launch Day 14th April
Number of launches: 27
Fantastic launch conditions again, with the full range of motors from Micromax to “H” being used.

One of Nexille’s
many gliders

Oops! What can happen when you leave
out the delay element in a reloadable motor
This is one of the reasons why we have “MPR accreditation”

David B’s “Spitfire”
on a H128W

18th April - NSWRA at Sydney Observatory
Sydney Observatory again invited us to participate in their “Rocket fantasy party day”.
With fine weather this year we were able to set up our stand outside.
The area available for launching is very small, so rockets and motors are selected accordingly. Most of the
rockets launched were paper rockets with streamer recovery, using 1/2A and A motors.
We launched several rockets and performed 4 static motor firings, and were kept very busy by the 800
(approx.) parents and children present.
The feedback was very positive, with a number of people indicating they would be attending one of our
launch days at Doonside.
Thanks go to Tim & Vicky, George & Paul, and John & Charlotte

Our stand before the crowds arrived

The first launch for the day - a paper rocket on an A8-3.
A perfect flight and recovery

Static motor firing in the courtyard

Launch Day 27th April
Number of launches: 42
We’ve been fortunate having favourable weather for the last 2 launch days, but
today’s conditions were simply brilliant! Clear skies and virtually no wind were
ideal for launching gliders and some larger rockets to high altitudes (but still less
than 2000’).
4 members took advantage of the excellent conditions
to attempt their Level 1 High Power Certifications –
and all were successful! Congratulations to Spencer,
Dean, Phil R. and David C.

First certification flight –
Spencer’s “Expediter”

Beautiful flight & recovery

Aerotech motors – special offer!
For a limited time only, Peter Berg, in conjunction with Dawn Trading, will be selling Aerotech motors (E
up to M!) at greatly reduced prices. Stocks are limited, so get in early. You will need to pay up front for
these, but they can be stored at Dawn Trading until required. This is also a good opportunity to get some
larger motors in preparation for Dubbo. Contact Peter Berg (9635-8618) to take advantage of this offer.

Macquarie University Astronomy Open Night
NSWRA will again have a display on 18th May. This is a popular event, with around 1000 people expected.
We can always use some extra people to help out, so if any club members are interested, please let one of
the committee know by the next launch. The duties aren’t difficult, involving directing people to the location
of the static firing or simply talking about model rocketry.
You could even get a chance to look through their telescopes on the night. Details are here:
http://physics.mq.edu.au/community/AFA/opennight/
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